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PARENT MANUAL
YMCA Phone Number: (540) 586-3483
YMCA Fax Number: (540) 587-5310
www.bedfordymca.org

“How do we create an environment safe enough for kids to be who they

are, yet challenging enough to risk who they are for who they can
become?

Childcare vision statement Bedford YMCA
THE YMCA is committed to the core values of Caring, Honesty, Respect, and
Responsibility, as the basis of our program development and curriculum. In order to
achieve our vision of building strong kids, strong families, and strong communities, the
Bedford YMCA Child Care Staff welcomes you and your child to an awesome learning
experience. Our goal is to make this a happy and safe environment for your child.
Nationally, the YMCA is the largest, non-profit child care provider with a history of
stability built on Christian principles and values. Our services extend throughout the
community reaching children of varied ethnic, cultural, and socio-economic backgrounds.
Our PURPOSE in providing child care is to assist families in raising children into productive
citizens through the growth and development of each individual. We achieve this by providing a
safe environment that encourages children to be who they are with nurturing, caring adults, yet
challenging enough to risk who they are with quality curriculum, recreation and stimulation, for
who they can become!

YMCA STRUCTURE
The structure of the YMCA includes a
volunteer board of directors that is responsible
for the financial stability of the organization
and all policy making. The policies that the
board creates are carried out by a group of paid
professional staff.
The following is the
organizational chain of command:
1. Board of Directors
2. CEO – Mary Jo Boone
3. Director of Operations – Kristen Graham
4. Directors – Lizzie Boone, Angie Casola,
Josh Ranes, Dwayne Abbott, Landon Segner,
Jessica Reynolds
5. Preschool Teachers
6. Preschool Teachers’ Assistants

The STAFF of the Bedford YMCA child care programs are the most important part of
the child’s experience. Our top-notch staff includes teachers, and other qualified professionals.
They are enthusiastic, mature, caring individuals selected on the basis of education, skills,
experience, personal warmth and the ability to relate to children.
The YMCA PRESCHOOL program is based on the belief that preschoolers learn best
by doing. Learning isn’t just repeating what someone else says; it requires active thinking and
experimenting to find out how things work and to learn first-hand about the world we live in.
The YMCA PRESCHOOL program is a balance of child-and teacher-directed lessons
focusing on skills and activities that are relevant and age-appropriate. The skills that we focus on
each week fall into 6 categories: (1) Language skills; (2) Perceptual skills; (3) Problem solving
skills; (4) Memory skills; (5) Gross motor skills; (6) Fine motor skills.
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PRESCHOOL PROGRAM GOALS
✓ Integrate subject areas in order to make learning meaningful and fun.
✓ Facilitate the development of the whole child – social, intellectual, emotional,
and physical – through developmentally appropriate activities.
✓ Be flexible enough to allow the teacher to adapt it to the individual needs of each
child.
✓ Be based on sound educational theories about how children learn and develop.
✓ Encourage family involvement and keep family members informed of their
child’s development.
✓ Provide creative, hands-on activities that allow children to learn through
experimentation and exploration and encourage development of higher-order
thinking skills.
✓ Stimulate creativity and foster a positive self-image in each child.
Since our curriculum allows for the development of the individual, we will be able to
“individualize” learning for those children who already have the needed skills, so that we can
match their speed of learning and not allow them to become bored with the classroom.

SWIMMING LESSONS
Swim lessons are crucial for any child, any age. Not only do swim lessons reduce the risk
of drowning and improve water safety skills, swimming is a fun way to stay active and
encourage healthy living from an early age. Swimming lessons will be available for the
preschool program. Please be sure your child has a bathing suit and towel on scheduled
swimming days.

BEDFORD YMCA CHILD CARE
HOURS OF OPERATION

PRESCHOOL-AGE
7:30 AM – 6:00 PM
MONDAY – FRIDAY
*Preschool will not be open on federal holidays.

ADMISSIONS POLICY
ALL PARENTS MUST FILL OUT THE INFORMATION SHEETS PROVIDED AND
RETURN THEM TO US BEFORE THE FIRST DAY OF THE PROGRAM. Parents
must complete a registration form, a physician signed health and history form, and
provide proof of age (birth certificate).
The Bedford YMCA preschool program encourages children ages 3 to 5 years of age to attend.
We do provide toilet training. The YMCA will address physically challenged and special needs
children on a per request basis with the hope that we can serve all children who come to us. The
Bedford YMCA does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national or
ethnic origin in administration of its personnel or admissions policies.
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
With the help of the United Way, the YMCA is able to provide FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE based on the ability to pay. This requires completing a scholarship application
accompanied by proof of income. (No less than two check stubs and a copy of your most recent
year’s W-2 forms). You must pay the stated amount granted on a timely basis or the assistance
may be canceled. All scholarships are based on the availability of scholarship funds.
Scholarships must be applied for annually with updated information given each time of reapplication.

PAYMENT POLICY
Weekly fee is $150 per child. Weekly fees are due the Monday of the week of
service. Payments may be made via phone with a checking account or credit card, or a
check, money order, or cash to the member services desk at the Bedford YMCA. Full
payment is due each week whether or not your child attends the program every day. Few
operating costs of the facility are eliminated when a particular child is absent and we are
prepared for each child each day whether the child attends or not. Because of the
aforementioned, there will be no refunds for days absent. Holidays are figured into the
overall, yearly tuition.

LATE PAYMENT POLICY
Fees must be paid on time or your child will be removed from the program. If fees
become more than two weeks delinquent, your child may not return to the program until
the balance is paid.
Checks marked for insufficient funds must be replaced with a money order, cash, or
certified check with a $30.00 penalty.

INCLEMENT WEATHER POLICY
The preschool will remain open unless reported otherwise. Please listen to the local radio
stations or check the website for closing announcements, knowing that we will make
every effort possible to remain open.

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE
Parents are expected to sign their child/children in upon arrival in the morning and sign
them out before leaving in the evening. There is a Sign in/Sign out sheet available. We
cannot be responsible for your child if we do not know if he/she is there. There must be
an exchange of responsibility from one adult to another. Not from a child to a staff. All
persons signing children in/out must be at least 18 years of age. We cannot release minors
to minors!
AUTHORIZATION TO PICK UP A CHILD is addressed in the information sheets used in
enrollment. No child will be released to a person not authorized by the custodial parent.
We must have written authorization for changes in this respect. Children will not be
released to siblings. The staff will question those persons with whom they are unfamiliar
and check authorization before releasing a child. Identification will be requested of
anyone who we do not know.
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Written notice is required for children to leave with another child. It is very helpful to
staff if parents notify them in advance when someone different is picking up their child.
A staff cannot legally refuse to release a child to a verified custodial parent unless there
is a court order in the child’s file stating that the parent does not have visitation rights.
Writing on our form that you do not want a husband or wife to pick up your child does
not give us the legal right to refuse pick-up. Only the courts can give us that right.
PICK UP POLICY FOR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
In the event of inclement weather or a natural disaster, the staff will stay with the children
until the parents are able to get the children safely.
ABSENCES
If your child will be absent from the program for any reason, please notify the staff
before the day of the absence. The staff is required to confirm all absences. If a parent
fails to notify staff of absences, then one of the staff has to leave the children to call you.
If this happens two times, then your child will be dismissed from the program.
LATE PICK UP POLICY
The Preschool program ends promptly at 6:00 pm. If your child is not picked up by this
time, a late fee will be charged and collected at that time.
Late fees are as follows: for every 10 minutes - $10.00 per child.
The Bedford County Sheriff’s Department will be contacted for children that are not
picked up by 6:30 pm.
SICK CHILD POLICY
The Health and Safety of your child is a matter of major importance to all of us. In order
to protect the children in the program who are well, we have very stringent rules about
sick children. These rules are in compliance with all Commonwealth of Virginia
licensing regulations.
If your child becomes ill during the program day, we will call you and you must make
arrangements to pick up your child IMMEDIATELY. Sick children cannot be with well
children. If we send your child home with a fever they may not return until they have
been without a fever, vomiting, diarrhea or any other symptoms for 24 hours.
MEDICATION POLICY
If your child requires medication while attending the childcare programs, we must have a
signed authorization to give medication. The medication must be prescribed by a doctor,
it must be in the original bottle with the child’s name on it, and it cannot be an over-thecounter drug unless it has been prescribed by the doctor and we must have a note to that
affect. AUTHORIZATION IS GOOD FOR 10 DAYS ONLY and then must be filled out
again. All medication will be kept in a locked box.
INJURED CHILD POLICY
If your child has an injury that may require more than our first aid skills or your child has
been bumped on the head in any way; we will make an immediate attempt to contact you.
If we are unable to reach you or the person you have designated in case of such
emergencies, we will call the child’s physician. If necessary, we will call an ambulance.
Please make every effort to keep the YMCA up-to-date on phone numbers, emergency
numbers and other pertinent information.
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Your child’s physical SAFETY from TRAFFIC in our parking lot is of utmost
importance to us. Please keep your child with you at all times. Load and unload
children only when your vehicle is parked in the parking lot.
CHILD ABUSE POLICY
Any suspected incidence of child abuse will be reported in accordance with S63 1-248.3
of the code of Virginia. The Virginia Department of Social Services has a toll free
hotline available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The number is 1-800-552-7096.
DRESS POLICY
Children should wear comfortable and appropriate clothing for indoor and outdoor
activities. We recommend that children wear comfortable, closed toed shoes. Open-toed
shoes can be a safety hazard to your child and they may have to miss activities.
OUTSIDE PLAY POLICY
It is the policy of the Bedford YMCA child care and the Virginia Department of Social
Services, that any child that is in a program from two to five hours a day will have at least
30 minutes of OUTSIDE PLAY per day, weather permitting. For those children in our
program for more than 5 hours, 60 minutes of outside play are required. Children need
the space for running and jumping and the opportunity on a daily basis for proper muscle
development. If children are to gain strength and develop to their fullest, outside play is
essential. Before you send your child to the YMCA, please dress him or her
appropriately. Always assume that we will be going out to play.
EMERGENCIES
In case of an emergency such as a tornado, hurricane, etc. we will call each parent to pick
their child up immediately.
MAN MADE DISASTERS
Manmade disasters such as a broken air conditioner or not having heat may cause the
program to close. In this case, the program director will contact each parent to pick up
their child.
POOL POLICY
It is very important to know all of the Pool Safety Rules. These rules will be gone over
with your child at the beginning of the program. Please review these rules with your
child prior to the first scheduled swim class.
POOL RULES
Swimming attire must be worn (no cut-offs).
Shower before entering pool.
No running, pushing, dunking, or horseplay allowed.
No playing on ladders.
No food, drinks, glass, chewing gum, or metal objects allowed.
No air mattresses or inner tubes
No sitting or hanging on lane lines.
No flips, no diving off blocks.
Personal flotation aids are not allowed in the deep end.
No diving in shallow end.
Non-swimmers must stay in the shallow end.
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FOOD POLICY
Parents are asked to provide a packed breakfast, lunch, and snack for children in this
program. The YMCA does not provide special snacks for medical or religious reasons. It
is the responsibility of the parent to provide the special snack.
SUNSCREEN, DIAPER OINTMENT, INSECT REPELLENT POLICY
If your child needs sunscreen, diaper ointment, or insect repellent please apply before
coming to the preschool program. If they need additional sunscreen, diaper ointment, or
insect repellent during the preschool program, the parent is responsible for signing a
release form so it can be applied to the child when needed.
BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT/TERMINATION POLICY
Appropriate language and behavior is expected from every child in our program.
Children are to follow all of the rules of the program. If children are having trouble
following rules, the staff will speak with the parents concerning the matter. Depending
on the severity of and/or reoccurrence of the problem, the child may be suspended or
removed from the program immediately. At this time the parent will receive verbal notice
from the Director and will be followed with a written notice. Communication with
parents is critical in maintaining positive behavior. Please help to reinforce the behavior
that we require at the YMCA.
The YMCA staff will use the following techniques when dealing with the behavior
problems:
1. Be fair and consistent.
2. Explain wrong behavior to the child, being sure they understand, and explain how
they could avoid it.
3. Give reasons for limits.
4. Model and redirect to acceptable behavior.
5. Arrange schedule and activities to promote positive behavior.
6. Give positively worded directions.
DISCIPLINE ACTIONS
1. Discipline, such as but not limited to, time outs will be used for brief periods of
time appropriate to the child’s developmental stage. The child will be separated
from the group but kept in a safe, lighted, ventilated place within hearing and
sight of the staff. Staff will be sure the child understands why they were
disciplined.
2. No physical punishment, such as but not limited to, spanking, rough handling,
forcing a child to assume an uncomfortable position, restriction of movement
through binding or tying, or using exercise as punishment.
3. No verbal abuse, including but not limited to threats, belittling remarks about any
child, his family, race, religion or cultural background, or statements that frighten
or humiliate the child.
4. Children cannot be forced or withheld food or naps.
5. No punishment for toileting accidents.
6. A child cannot be confined to a space that the child cannot open.
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TRANSPORTATION POLICY
When transporting the children, the following guidelines will be followed:
1) Precaution will be taken when loading and
unloading in traffic areas. Corners or
crosswalks will be used.
2) Children will remain seated with arms,
legs, and head inside the vehicle.
3) Doors are closed and properly locked.
4) A staff member or driver is always in the
vehicle when children are present.
5) Emergency numbers and first aid kits are in the vehicle.
6) A list of children being transported is in the vehicle.
7) Attendance is taken and children are accounted for before leaving the
Central Church of Christ and the field trip site.
8) Children must choose a buddy in their group before each field trip. The
buddies must stay together at all times during the field trips. Teachers will
make several buddy checks during the field trip.
9) The vehicle’s seats will be attached to the floor. The vehicle will be
insured, will meet safety standards set by the DMV, and follow state
statues about safety belts.
10) When transporting in more than one vehicle, the vehicles will remain
together. A plan of action will be followed for vehicles that do not remain
with the other vehicles.
11) All children require a written permission from their parent or guardian
before going on any field trip.
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PREVENTION OF SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME/ ABUSIVE HEAD
TRAUMA & SAFE SLEEP POLICY
Provider’s Name: Bedford Area Family YMCA, including off-site programs.
It is important to provide infants with a safe place to grow and learn. We have
established this policy to prevent, recognize, respond to and report shaken baby
syndrome and abusive head trauma (SBS/AHT), as well as implement safe sleep
practices. As a child day center provider, I understand the importance of ensuring the
health and safety of children, providing quality care and educating families.
Shaken Baby Syndrome/Abusive Head Trauma (SBS/AHT)
Procedure
Recognizing SBS/AHT:
• Children will be observed for signs of abusive head trauma including irritability
and/or high pitched crying, difficulty staying awake, loss of consciousness,
difficulty breathing, inability to lift the head, seizures, lack of appetite, vomiting,
bruising, poor feeding or sucking, no smiling or vocalization, inability of eyes to
track and/or decreased muscle tone.
Responding to SBS/AHT:
• If SBS/AHT is suspected, the teacher and/or assistant will:
• Call 911 immediately upon suspecting SBS/AHT.
• Call the parents or guardians.
• Call the child care director or director of operations.
• If the child has stopped breathing, a trained staff will begin pediatric CPR.
Reporting SBH/AHT:
• Instances of suspected maltreatment of a child are reported to Bedford County
Child Social Services by calling 540-586-7750 or by calling the toll-free number of
the Child Abuse and Neglect hotline at 1-800-552-7096. Staff will also call the
childcare director.
Prevention strategies for caregivers to cope with a crying child:
• Check the child to determine if they are hungry, tired, sick or need a diaper
change.
• Hold the child close and rock or walk with the child.
• Sing or talk to the child in a soothing voice.
• Rub the child’s back, chest, or tummy gently.
• Provide the child with a pacifier, rattle or toy.
• Take the child for a ride in a stroller.
• Play soft music.
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PREVENTION OF SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME/ ABUSIVE HEAD
TRAUMA & SAFE SLEEP POLICY
In addition, the provider will:
• Allow caregivers who feel they may lose control to have a short break away from
the children.
• Provide support when parents/guardians are trying to calm a crying child and
encourage parents to take a calming break if needed.
SAFE SLEEP
Alone- Babies should always be on their own sleep surface. Bed sharing is a risk factor
for SIDS and other sleep related deaths.
Back - Babies should be on their back for every sleep.
Crib - The crib or cot should be empty. This means no bumper pads, pillows, blankets,
stuffed animals, toys or supplies, like diapers and diaper wipes.
Safe sleeping practices and prevention strategies for sudden infant death syndrome:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each child will be provided with an individual cot.
Infants will be placed flat on their backs to sleep unless otherwise ordered by a
written statement signed by the child’s physician.
A firm surface will be used for sleeping.
Soft bedding, such as pillows, quilts, and comforters will not be used in
sleeping area.
Crib sides will always be up with the fastenings secured when occupied.
An child who falls asleep in a play space other than their cot, will be moved
promptly to their designated sleeping space.
Smoking will not be allowed in any area.
Crib bumper pads will not be used.

Supervision of sleeping infants:
• Sleeping children will be placed on cots within sight and sound supervision of
the staff at all times.
• The provider or staff will visibly check on sleeping children at least once every 15
minutes if the child is sleeping in a separate area. The provider will use a baby
monitor for additional monitoring of sleeping children between each 15-minute
interval.
• Infants will spend limited time confined in a crib, play pen, high chair or other
confining piece of equipment.
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PREVENTION OF SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME/ ABUSIVE HEAD
TRAUMA & SAFE SLEEP POLICY
TRAINING
•

•
•

The provider, substitute provider and assistants will be trained on
shaken baby syndrome/abusive head trauma and safe sleep policies
and practices.
The provider will review The Period of Purple Crying prevention program
materials.
The provider will ensure that any staff who cares for and has direct
contact with children will review The Period of Purple Crying prevention
program materials.

APPLICATION PLAN FOR CAREGIVERS AND PARENTS:
• The provider shall review this policy with current substitute providers,
assistants and parents/guardians within thirty (30) days of adopting this
policy.
• The provider shall review this policy with all new substitute providers and assistants
prior to working alone with children and within seven (7) days of hire.
• A copy of this policy shall be given and explained to the parents/guardians of
newly enrolled children on or before the first day of enrollment.
• Substitute providers, assistants and parents/guardians will sign an acknowledgement
form of receipt of this policy that includes the individual’s name, signature, and the
date the individual signed the acknowledgement.
• The child care provider shall keep the SBS/AHT acknowledgement form in each
staff member and child’s record.

Prevention of shaken baby syndrome/ abusive head trauma & safe sleep policy
effective date: 01/15/2022

This policy was reviewed and approved by: Lizzie Boone (Childcare Director)
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Daily Activity Schedule
7:30-8:30

Arrival/Quiet Play

8:30-8:40

Circle/Greeting Time

8:45-9:00

Morning Healthy Snack

9:00-9:30

Group Activity

9:30-10:50 Choice of Child-Initiated and Teacher-Directed Activities
Examples include: swimming, art, manipulatives, science,
technology, engineering, math, language, blocks, music, play,
cooking, etc.
10:50-11:00 Group Clean Up
11:00-11:15 Recall of Morning Activities
11:15-11:45 Movement
11:45-12:30 Lunch
12:30-2:30 Nap/Quiet Time
2:30-3:00

Afternoon Healthy Snack

3:00-5:00

Choice of Child-Initiated and Teacher-Directed Activities

5:00-6:00

Dismissal/Quiet Play

6:00

Program Closure
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